The Folded Book

Discover the craft of transforming used
books into new folded origami-like art
treasures!! If you have ever wondered how
book pages are folded into words, animal
designs and patterns, then this e-book will
take you on that journey to find out and
also provide links to tutorials on how to do
it yourself. While not an instruction
manual, per se, The Folded Book will save
you much time and effort in researching
this interesting subject. Let my research
save hours of your time. If you have seen
folded books online you know they are
fascinating to view. Many book artists have
learned to create awesome art, words,
symbols and designs using just the pages of
the book. While this e-book, The Folded
Book, will not give you direct instructions
on how to fold book art, it will offers visual
examples of numerous online folded book
artists and was designed to provide you
with inspiration, websites, links and online
tutorials written by a number of folded
book artists. Website links to the folded
book artists who provide written
instructions on how to fold books are
provided. This e-book will allow you to
explore this niche market of folding book
pages into art to display like: words,
initials, logos, geometric patterns, numbers
and more. As you follow the numerous
links provided, you will be able to take an
in depth tour of your own through
webpages that I have journeyed through. In
so doing, you will not only discover what
this art is, but if you find you have a desire
to create examples of what you see, you
will be able to follow the links to written
and video tutorials that can instruct you on
how to make your own. To make your own
book art you will find you only need a
book, ruler, pencil, possibly a pattern to
follow and the rest is left up to your
imagination. Patterns can be purchased
from links provided in this book. I have
spent dozen of hours viewing the online
artists and their work, to not only save you
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time in uncovering this art, but also to
make your search more enjoyable. This art
form is not classic origami, artists journal
pages, sketchbooks or paper folding. Once
you get started looking into this
paper-related niche you will find your
hands itching to create some yourself. This
mini directory will help you to discover
how to do just that.

- 7 min - Uploaded by DIYMartaMore details here: http:///folded-heart-1-pattern-3-ways/ This tutorial shows - 1 min Uploaded by The Folded PageSee a Heart Folded Book in the making - at high speed! Sorry this is NOT a tutorial :) - 3
min - Uploaded by physicaltherapyvideoFrom http:/// Famous Physical Therapists, Bob Schrupp and Brad Heineck - 13
min - Uploaded by DIYMartaPOR FAVOR SUBSCRIBE My tutorial for simplified book folding http://www. The Fold
has 19038 ratings and 2403 reviews. Shelby *trains flying book would make a good trilogy. Peter if you are reading
this, please write a third book.Folded Book Art - Paper Anniversary Gift for Him or Her - Date - Unique Birthday Gift Wedding Decoration - 8 Characters - LOVE Pattern - Save the DateYou searched for: folded book art! Etsy is the home
to thousands of handmade, vintage, and one-of-a-kind products and gifts related to your search. No matterBook folding
is the stage of the book production process in which the pages of the book are folded after printing and before binding.
Until the middle of the 19thOn this weeks episode, our D.I.Y guru Lacey Haskell shows us how to get creative by
folding up pages of an old book. Cabin Fever : Folded Books.Foldedbookart Thousands of totally FREE book folding
patterns. - 33 sec - Uploaded by The Folded PageWatch the evolution of a Love Folded book art by Rosy Hammersley
visit www. thefoldedpage
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